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About: Gonzales-McCaulley Investment Group, Inc. (GMIG)
Gonzales-McCaulley Investment Group, Inc. (GMIG) was founded by Aurora Gonzales and Dr. Ollie
McCaulley. GMIG is ready to demonstrate its staff's superior teaching skills, knowledge of subject
matter, articulate delivery, curriculum development, and ability to get the job done. GMIG holds the
following certifications: Service -Disabled Veteran
Owned, SBA Certified 8A Program Participant, SBA Certified Small Disadvantaged Business, and
Minority Owned.
Since 2002 GMIG has become one of the Nation’s premier Federal education providers, with over 15
years of experience in developing and teaching over 155 different courses to Federal agencies in the
acquisition field ensuring that the multiple agencies training needs were met. This direct experience
provides GMIG with a broad knowledge base of the acquisition field to include an up -to-date
perspective of the latest changes and innovation in the field.
GMIG’s uniquely qualified instructors and development team include multiple former Contracting
Officers with a combined experience of over 249 years. The GMIG staff also includes attorneys
knowledgeable in acquisition from the perspective of handling protests and as contractors dealing with
multiple agencies. GMIG personnel have taught and developed multiple acquisition courses, giving its
staff a broad, deep knowledge in all phases of the acquisition cycle. This knowledge leads to a synergy,
wherein, staff can teach or develop topics from different perspectives and circumstances. This
interdependent knowledge will benefit the student because our staff brings greater clarity and
understanding for any given topic.
This broad perspective of acquisition topics resident with individual staff members allows GMIG to
satisfactorily develop and conduct a broad range of courses in various locations simultaneously in a
given week.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
Appropriations Law
GMIG's Appropriations Law course provides learners with a working knowledge
of the law’s principles and purposes. Our course instructors present both practical and theoretical
information using a blend of lecture, case studies, and participatory class exer cises. Student
participation in class exercises ensures that they master the analytical framework necessary for
addressing real-world appropriations issues. The course topics addressed over the two days cover
the purpose, amount, and time issues involv ed in federal appropriations, including the necessary
expense doctrine, the bona fide needs rule, and the Anti -Deficiency Act. This course covers the key
elements in body of case law commonly called the "Red Book." Students are provided a CD
containing the case law known as the Red Book

Appropriations Law Refresher Training
GMIG's Appropriations Law Refresher training provides learners with a working knowledge of the
principles and purposes of appropriations law. GMIG’s instructors present both practical and
theoretical information using a blend of lecture, case studies, and participatory class exercises. Student
participation in class exercises ensures that they master the analytical framework necessary for
addressing real-world appropriations issues. The course topics addressed cover the purpose, amount,
and time issues involved in federal appropriations, including the necessary expense doctrine, the bona
Fide needs rule and the Anti-Deficiency Act. This course covers the key elements in the body of case law
Commonly called the "Red Book." Recent updates in the law are reviewed as part of the training provided.

Risk Management
GMIG's 1-Day Risk Management course focuses on the most critical tools and processes that can be
used to manage risk in planning and administering government projects. Our risk management training
is designed to provide students with a fundamental understanding of Government risk mitigation
requirements across the entire acquisitions process, from project conception through contract
administration. Risk management training ensures that Government personnel are better able to
effectively assess and handle risks. The topics covered in the 1 -Day class include:

Construction - Contracting Officer’s Representative Level - I
GMIG's 1-Day Construction for Contracting Officer’s Representative course focuses on those
construction contracting issues that are most relevant to CORs. This training provides CORs with the
task specific knowledge and skills necessary to successfully manage construction contracts. Our
materials cover the laws, regulations, and practices unique to the administration of construction
contracting.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Contracting Officer’s Representative Level - II
Contracting Officers Representative/Contracting Officer Technical Representative (COR) is a
comprehensive course of the acquisition process and contract administration from the perspective of
the technical manager/COTR. Students have opportunities to learn and practice the duties of the
COR/COTR and Contracting Officer. This comprehensive course is valuable to anyone involved in the
acquisition process.

GMIG’s Contracting Officer’s Representative Refresher
Contracting Officers Representative/Contracting Officer Technical Representative (COR) is a
comprehensive course of the acquisition process and contract administration from the perspective of
the technical manager/COTR. Students have opportunities to learn and practice the duties of the
COR/COTR and Contracting Officer. This comprehensive course is valuable to anyone involved in the
acquisition process.

GMIG’s advanced COR Training
GMIG’s Advanced COR class provides the experienced Contracting Officer’s Representative COR) with
enhanced training needed for complex contract scenarios. GMIG instructors use lectures, discussions,
class exercises, case studies, and role playing to prepare students for all phases of the acquisition
process, from planning and contract preparation to contract close out. Recent changes in acquisition
laws, regulations, and policy are presented. The topics covered during this training include contractor
communications, performance-based acquisitions, market research, sustainability considerations in
acquisition, mandatory evaluation factors and significant subfactors, adjusting contractor payments,
liquidated damages, performance evaluations and contractor rights of rebuttal.

GMIG’s Performance-Based Service Acquisitions Training
This GMIG training focuses on planning for and administering a performance-based acquisition (PBA).
GMIG instructors use lectures, discussions, class exercises and case studies to cover the entire
performance-based acquisition process from planning to close-out. The training covers PBA issues
related to service contracts, evaluation factors, benchmarking and appropriate metrics, monitoring
contractor performance, source selection best practices, the roles of different contract types, personal
and nonpersonal services, the quality assurance surveillance plans (QASP), the performance
Work statement (PWS), the statement of objectives (SOO), achieving best value, and the use of
incentives. Students are taught how to effectively manage performance based acquisition, and how to
address common PBA issues.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Basic Simplified Acquisition Training
This entry-level course provides participants with a working knowledge of purchase cards and other
procedures for acquiring supplies and services under the micro purchase threshold; of simplified
acquisition procedures for acquiring non-commercial supplies and services up to $100,000; and the
procedures and policies of both FAR Parts 12 and 13 when acquiring commercial supplies and services up
to $5,000,000.

GMIG’s Advanced Simplified Acquisition Training
This special course is a must for industry and government professionals who have purchasing
requirements over $25,000 for equipment and services. The course focuses on the importance of market
re- search in planning and preparing for the buy. It explores the dimensions of the value methodology as
it applies to simplified acquisition and builds confidence in making successful purchasing decisions on
every requisition.

GMIG’s Simplified Acquisition Refresher Training
GMIG’s Simplified Acquisition Refresher training provides students with a comprehensive review of the
simplified acquisition procedures (SAP) used for acquiring items and services. Lectures, class discussions,
class exercises and case studies are used by GMIG’s instructors to assist learners to develop the ability to
effectively evaluate, award and administer simplified acquisitions. The training provided covers current
and relevant laws and regulations, appropriate market research methods, socio economic preferences, GSA
schedules and GSA Advantage!®, government e-commerce resources, and SAP buying and ordering
methods.

GMIG’s Source Selection Training
This GMIG training course primarily focuses on Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) Part 15, source
selection procedures and contract types. Using case studies students cover an entire Performance
Based Acquisition from planning to close out. The course uses a source selection guide to take students
through source selection procedures and the solicitation process. GMIG instructors use lectures, class
discussions, and class exercises to walk students through planning the solicitation process, the
development of source selection documents, scoring proposals, and making recommendations for the
competitive range and for contract award.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Federal Budget Process Training
GMIG’s Federal Budget Process Training provides an overview of the federal budget process. This
course covers the statutes and major appropriations law principles controlling the budget process,
together with statutory construction and significant regulations. GMIG’s instructors explain and
discuss key budget topics with their class learners, such as the annual budget process and the role of
continuing resolutions, the development of Presidential budgets, the role of the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the Purpose Statute, the Anti- Deficiency
Act, the Necessary Expense Doctrine, the Color of Money, and the obligation and de- obligation of funds.

GMIG’s Contract Administration Training
GMIG’s Contract Administration Training course covers the acquisition process and contracting
personnel responsibilities during contract administration. The training includes planning for contract
administration, conducting post award conferences, providing technical direction to contractors,
monitoring subcontractor performance, understanding the privity of contract doctrine, communicating
with contractors, identifying problems, and resolving conflicts. GMIG instructors use lectures,
discussions and class exercise to ensure students’ understanding of contract claims procedures; contract modifications, bilateral and unilateral contract changes, equitable adjustments, and contract
termination procedures.

GMIG’s Contract Closeout Training
GMIG’s Contract Closeout Training course uses lectures, discussions, class exercises and case studies to
examine the contract closeout process based on different contract types and varying contract
complexity. Students are brought up-to-date on the rules and regulations governing the contract
closeout process. The importance to employing team efforts and best practices is emphasized
throughout the training. Participants discuss terminations for cause and terminations for convenience,
identify the steps needed for closing out different types of contracts, learn to work with the different
parties involved in the closeout process, and examine Government property and records retention
requirements for contract closeouts.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Statement of Work Training
Through the use of classroom exercises, students will learn the correct way to research then draft and
post a synopsis, a solicitation, and a statement of work on FED BIZ Ops. When clear concise and complete
directions are important to protect the Government’s interest, the Statement of Work can be a valuable
tool for use in government contracting. Students will learn the difference between a bad Statement of
Work and the pit falls it can cause and a good Statement of Work which leads to a successful acquisition.

GMIG’s Writing Performance Work Statements Training
GMIG’s Writing Performance Work Statements course prepares contracting and project personnel to
research, develop, write, review, and evaluate performance work statements. Students are taught how to
write PWS developed for use across a variety of contract types. GMIG instructors cover the general
functions of a PWS, its use in competitive and noncompetitive acquisitions, developing evaluation criteria,
and the role of the Independent Government Cost Estimate (IGCE) and the Quality Assurance
Surveillance Plan (QASP). The course materials cover the requirements of FAR Part 37. Students are also
trained in the preparation and use of a Statements of Objectives (SOO).

Market Research
This course takes students through the process of collecting data for a particular acquisition from the
need being identified to the closeout of a contract. Students are shown importance of reaching the
journals and papers of trade organizations; past acquisitions -ions of a similar nature and looking
closely at the past perform of contractors who have done similar work in the past.

GMIG’s Service Contract Act Overview Training
GMIG’s Service Contract Act training covers the policies and procedures of the McNamara-O’Hara Service
Contract Act of 1965 (SCA), as amended. The course also includes instruction on the Davis-Bacon Act,
which first established the “prevailing wage” concept, and FAR Subpart 22.10 that outlines policies and
procedures relating to the SCA. GMIG’s instructors prepare learners to understand and apply the
requirements of the Department of Labor (DOL) regulations that implement CSA to the acquisition
process. Topics include determining the minimum wages to be paid to employees working under Federal
contracts, collective bargaining agreements, fringe benefits rules, SCA enforcement, and related laws and
regulations.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Negotiation Training
As the Government uses negotiations more and more frequently, and sealed bidding less and less, it is
important for the government personnel to negotiate effectively. This FAI -Compliant course (part of
the Principles of Contract pricing curriculum) takes the student through the various aspects of
The negotiation process, including the reasons for negotiation, human characteristics that influence
the negotiation process, presentation skills, and negotiating strategies. Through a combination of the
lecture-discussion sessions, case studies and practical exercises, students will learn to formulate
negotiation objectives, plan and execute negotiation strategies and get real -time feedback on the
effectiveness of their approach. This would be a valuable course for any g o v e r n m e n t employee
who would like to develop better negotiation skills. While the course focuses on negotiation with
contractors, the skills and techniques learned can be applied to any situation that might require
negotiation inside or outside the government.

GMIG’s Effective Communication
This course teaches employees how to become effective listeners and speakers. Students are taught
how to make group presentations, speak with staff members in a clear and effective manner, the
importance of body language, and how to give the impression they intended to.

GMIG’s Effectively Conducting Inspections
This course teaches students how to conduct inspections of goods and services purchased by the
government. Students learn how to properly answer questions or reply to contractors while conducting
inspections at the contractor’s location or on a government site. A thorough understanding of the
different between Random and Plan sampling is achieved.
This course teaches people what to expect when called on as a witness in legal proceedings, how to
dress and not dress, how to prepare documents for the proceeding, how to answer from legal counsel,
how to sit in witness chair, the importance of eye contact and with whom.

GMIG’s Rule 4 File Preparation
This course teaches the importance of documentation during the life of an acquisition, what should be
taken from the acquisition file when a Rule 4 File is called for, the study of the contents of the file and
the order of documents included in the file.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG)
GMIG’s Being an Effective Witness (Arbitrations/Court)
This course teaches people what to expect when called on as a witness in legal proceedings, how to
dress and not dress, how to prepare documents for the proceeding, how to answer from legal counsel,
how to sit in witness chair, the importance of eye contact and with whom.

GMIG’s Government Contract law Training
This FAI-Compliant course discusses the impact of the legal system on the process of Government
contracting. A variety of topics are covered, including the legal framework in which the
contracting process is conducted, various federal statutes that affect the contracting process, The
variety of regulations that govern the process, and impact of judicial and administrative review on
Government contracting. Text material and instructor lecture is heavily augmented by case
studies and practical problems that allow the students to not only understand the numerous legal
concepts and ideas brought up in the course, but to see them applied to actual situations in which
the student is required to apply laws and/or regulations to a set of facts and determine
appropriate legal conclusions

GMIG’s Advanced Federal Contract Law Training
GMIG’s Advanced Federal Contract Law course provides advanced training in critical and
specialized legal issues for experienced contracting and financial personnel. GMIG’s experienced
and highly qualified legal instructors use a combination of lectures, class discussions, exercises,
and relevant case studies taken from GAO and federal court decisions to provide learners with
opportunities to apply their training to actual cases. Students are provided with in-depth training
in the rules of contract interpretation, current plain language standards, and resolving contract
ambiguity issues. Specialized topics covered include, but are not limited to; changing legal and
regulatory environments, government property, labor standards, construction contracts, IT
services, and data controls, e-commerce, and federally funded research.

FPM 121 Acquisition Fundamentals of Project and Program Management
GMIG’s FPM 121 Training develops student’s knowledge, comprehension, and participatory skills
in Program and Project Management for basic acquisition. This course is designed to enhance
what the student learned from the online FPM 120 A&B using lecture and discussion, GMIG
instructors will teach students how to:
Contribute to Integrated Project Teams
Manage costs, schedules, and performance
Handle low risk scenarios
Administer simple projects
Assist in administering more complex projects
Comprehend agency requirements development
Understand life-cycle management process
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)
ACQ 370 Acquisition Law
This course prepares students to conduct acquisition processes through integrated product teams,
involving both contracting and non-contracting government personnel. ACQ 370 provides an
overview of government contract law, focusing specifically on laws, regulations, and cases that are
applicable to government contracts involving integrated product teams.

CON 091
Contract Fundamentals is a 13 Day, resident, foundational course for new hires that provides a total
immersion into the Federal Acquisition Regulation (Parts 1-53) and the Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement (DFARS). The course will prepare the 21st century acquisition workforce to
operate successfully in a web enabled environment. CON 091 is a limited lecture, research - intensive,
exercised-based curriculum. Participants will analyze contracting business scenarios developed
through research of the FAR and its supplement DFARS. The course is presented in five modules: FAR,
DFARS, & DFARS PGI Basics, Org. & Arrangement, Contract Formation Principles, Uniform Contract
Format Sections H-M, Contract Initiation, and Modifications and Contract Changes.

CON 100 Shaping Smart Business Arrangements
This course provides new personnel in the contracting field the necessary training for attaining a
broad understanding of the acquisition environment in which they will serve. Students will develop
the professional skills needed for making business decisions supporting other acquisition team
members toward success and in successfully meeting customers' needs. GMIG’s instructors will
ensure that students achieve the competencies necessary to address essential business and customer
relationship issues between the Government and contractors, and the role of politics and customer
relationships.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)
CON 121 Contract Planning
GMIG’s Contract Planning is a two-day Level I introduction to mission support planning issues. The
instruction focuses the role personnel new to the contracting field will play as business advisors and
contract specialists in the acquisition process. Our instructors teach students to use the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS). Our
contract planning instructions cover conducting effective market research, developing alternative
acquisition strategies, and using socioeconomic programs to support the acquisition planning process.
Students learn to understand and address customers’ needs in the development of their contract
planning and mission support strategies.

CON 124 Contract Executions
Contract Execution is GMIG’s two-day Level I contracting course for putting acquisition planning into
action and optimizing customer mission performance. Students are taught how to correctly so- licit
industry sources and to apply the benefits of early industry involvement to developing commercial and
noncommercial requirements. Our instructors teach students methods to effectively conduct their
analysis of market data, and to perform effective price analysis to ensure that prices are fair and
reasonable. Students will come away from our course with the knowledge necessary to support
Awards decisions, and to develop recommendations for dealing with pre-award and post-award protests.

CON 127 Contract Management
Building on the foundation of our contract planning and contract executions courses, GMIG’s two - day
Contract Management course provides Level I instruction on the identification and utilization of
appropriate performance metrics in contractor performance evaluations. Our instructors teach students
to effectively work with customers during the contract administration phase; ensuring contract
performance meets mission requirements. Students are taught essential performance assessment
strategies, remedies for contractor non-compliance, how to handle and resolve contract disputes, and
how to terminate and close out contracts.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)
CON 170 Fundamentals of Cost and Price Analysis
This course provides training for those in the Contracting Career Field. GMIG’s CON 170 provides those
in the Contracting Career Field with an in-depth review of the Market Research Process and the ability
to understand and analyze contractor pricing strategies. CON 170 teaches students how to accomplish
effective price analysis through Cost-Volume-Profit analysis, calculating contribution
margin estimates, and developing cost estimating relationships. CON 170 provides an overview of the
Regulations and processes regarding the use of cost analysis and for requiring certified cost and pricing
data. GMIG’s instructors walk students through the process of building and defending pre- negotiation
objectives, including a minimum and maximum pricing objective, and conducting role- play face-toface negotiations. CON 170 is a required prerequisite course for CON 270, Intermediate Cost and Price
Analysis.

CON 200 Business Decisions for Contracting
Business Decisions for Contracting builds on Contracting Level I pre-award business and contracting
knowledge necessary to process complex procurements. The emphasis of this course is on planning
successful mission-support strategies and executing an acquisition that optimizes customer mission
performance. Participants will learn various techniques for building successful business relationships,
the benefits of strategic sourcing and spending analysis, and the ins and outs of providing contract
financing. Students will also take an in-depth look at subcontracting, how to conduct a formal source
selection, and how to analyze the information necessary to determine contractor responsibility.

CON 216 Legal Considerations in Contracting
GMIG’s CON 216 Legal Considerations in Contracting course focuses on essential legal considerations
driving the procurement process. GMIG Instructors introduce course participants to the basic principles
of contract law and the multiple sources of laws and regulations controlling federal acquisitions and
procurements. This legal instruction also covers fiscal law issues and key portions of the Principles of
Federal Appropriations Law (Red Book). Legal considerations addressed in the course reach to
protests, contact disputes, dealing with fraud, contractor performance issues, and contract termination.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)
CON 237 Simplified Acquisition Procedures
GMIG’s CON 237 Simplified Acquisition Procedures course provides students with training in selected
parts of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Parts 8, 12, and 13 relevant to simplified
acquisitions. Our instructors cover simplified acquisition procedures for planning the solicitation,
applying differing threshold requirements, evaluating quotes, and selecting contractors for award.

CON 243 Architect-Engineering Contracting
GMIG’s CON 243 Architect-Engineering Contracting course is DAU certified. Our course provides
training in architecture and engineering contracts, and covers issues across the contracting spectrum,
including acquisition planning, source selection, proposal analysis, contract award and work, and
contract management. Specific topics and practical exercises allow professionals to gain knowledge of
the Brooks Act, SF- 14 330, the slate and selection process, the review of government estimates,
liability, Title II services, modifications, and Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative
responsibilities.

CON 244 Government Construction Contracting
CON 244 Government Construction Contracting provides students with a comprehensive overview of
construction contracting issues including acquisition and project planning, contract award and
performance management, funding issues, environmental and sustainability concerns, construction
contract clauses and language, commercial construction contracting , construction laws and
regulations, design/build project delivery systems, project scheduling and basic schedule delay
analysis, schedule acceleration, and construction quality management. GMIG’s experienced and
knowledgeable instructors use a combination of lectures, class discussions, case studies and exercises
to ensure that students gain the skills required to administer Government construction contracts.

CON 252 Fundamentals of Cost Accounting Standards
GMIG’s CON 252 course provides detailed, hands-on instruction in the various aspects of Public Law
100-679, including the rules and regulations of the Cost Accounting Standards Board, the
requirements of the cost accounting standards, disclosure statements, cost accounting practice
changes and calculating cost impacts for federal contracts.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)

CON 270 Intermediate Cost and Price Analysis (Not Required for certification)

CON 280 Source Selection and Administration of Service Contracts
GMIG’s CON 280, Source Selection and Administration of Service Contracts, is a DAU certified
equivalency course recommended for Level I contracting personnel seeking Level II certification. The
course primarily focuses on acquisition services under FAR Part 15 procedures as well as performance
-based acquisitions for services, source selection and contract types, incentives, and administration.
GMIG’s instructors provide students with case studies covering an entire performance based acquisition
from planning to contract closeout. GMIG’s course instructors use the DOD Source Selection Guide to go
through source selection procedures and the solicitation process. Students are taught how to develop
contractual documents as well as high-level source selection briefings and deliver them
with recommendations for contract award. CON 280 is a required prerequisite course for CON 360,
replacing CON 215

CON 290 Contract Administration and Negotiation Techniques in a Supply
Environment
CON 290 Contract Administration and Negotiation Techniques in a Supply Environment in this case
-based course, students apply Contracting concepts and techniques learned in prerequisite courses to
meet customer supply requirements and resolve complex Contracting issues. Special emphasis is placed
on applying legal concepts from CON 216, intermediate pricing concepts from CON 270, and negotiation
techniques from HBS 428. Students experience the full spectrum of Contracting processes and issues by
following a supply requirement through all phases of the acquisition life cycle, from acquisition planning
through contract close-out. Research, analysis, and communication skills are honed through development
and presentation of a critical thinking project requiring in-depth focus on one area of Contracting.
Negotiation skills are sharpened through active student participation in two simulated
contract negotiations.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group,
(GMIG)for
(continued)
CON
360 Inc.
Contracting
Decision Makers
GMIG’s CON 360 Contracting for Decision Makers course is a DAU certified equivalency course
recommended for Level II contracting personnel requiring Level III certification. Utilizing realistic
classroom exercises, students work as teams to develop sound business decisions and innovative
solutions for the resolution of complex acquisition scenarios in the role of expert business advisers.

COR 206 Contracting Officer's Representatives in a Contingency
Environment
COR 206 Contracting Officer's Representatives in a Contingency Environment course provide
training for Contracting Officer's Representatives (CORs) deployed in a contingency environment.
It covers basic acquisition and procurement contracting, along with preparation for the ethical
situations and the cultural concerns that a COR may experience while deployed in a contingency
operation.

COR 222 Contracting Officer’s Representative Course
COR 222 Contracting Officer’s Representative Course provides training for Contracting Officer's
Representatives (CORs) who are responsible for assuring that contractors are performing the
technical portion of their job. COR 222 will provide CORs the breadth of knowledge required to
perform their role, including knowledge related to COR roles and responsibilities, as well as
fundamentals of contracting regulations, types, phases, and other elements; awareness of ethical,
legal, and cultural factors that impact COR responsibilities; and information necessary to effectively
evaluate situations, apply knowledge gained, and make correct decisions to carry out COR
responsibilities.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group,
Inc. (GMIG)
Acquisition
Re-Boot(continued)
Acquisition Re-boot Camp covers a set of topics essential for acquisition and procurement personnel.
The course provides instruction in Market Research, Independent Government Estimates, Fair and
Reasonable Price Determinations, Sustainable Acquisitions, Service Contracts, Quality Assurance
Surveillance Plans, and Sole Source Justifications, with an emphasis on Simplified Acquisition
Procedures. The course also covers Negotiation Cost-Price Analysis contracting concerns, and
Finishes with an examination of Pre-Negotiation Objective Memoranda and Post/Price Negotiation
Memoranda. Students are evaluated throughout the week based on their class participation, and they
are given a written test to assess their knowledge on the final day of class.

FPM 101 - Fundamentals of Project and Program Management
GMIG’s Fundamentals of Project and Program Management course introduces and helps
participants comprehend the interrelationship of applicable governance, budgeting and
requirements development processes, and the general life-cycle models an agency may use to select
concepts meeting user/mission requirements. Students learn to recognize essential Program Manager
responsibilities for managing program costs, schedules, and performance to achieve program success .

FPM 102 - Fundamentals of Contracting
GMIG’s Fundamentals of Contracting Course contrasts the respective roles and responsibilities of the
Contracting Officer and the Program Manager. Students learn to recognize the need for a
comprehensive program specifications and requirements statements that fully and correctly defines
the program, as well as to define the process for developing a comprehensive program specification,
Statement of Work (SOW), and/or Statement of Objectives (SOO) that compr ehensively addresses
roles and missions of the Government and contractor.

FPM 103 - Fundamentals of Business, Cost, and Financial Management
GMIG’s Fundamentals of Business, Cost, and Financial Management course teaches s tudents the from
each appropriation. Our training also covers common uses of cost estimating, cost analysis, financial
planning, formulating financial projects and budgets, budget analysis/execution, benefit -cost analysis,
and earned value management. Students will be able to identify essential cost estimating processes
techniques and methods and to recognize the statutory requirements for measuring the performance
of acquisition programs.
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Training Courses available at Gonzales-McCaulley Investment
Group, Inc. (GMIG) (continued)
FPM 104 - Fundamentals of Leading Projects and Programs
GMIG’s Fundamentals of Leading Projects and Programs course teaches students to recognize their
roles and leadership challenges in managing projects and programs. Our instruction illustrates the
qualities of leadership and management exercised by the Program Manager and describes methods
for holding stakeholders accountable for delivering measurabl e, high-quality, timely, and costeffective results. The class also explores the tenets of effectively communicating information in a
succinct and organized manner, orally and in writing.
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GMIG Online Training, unlike no other.
Because GMIG’s Online training is instructor-led, GMIG is able to
synchronously deliver training to students located in different time zones,
the students are able to see, hear, and interact with the instructor
throughout the course, The students are able to ask questions and receive
immediate responses, With GMIG’s Online training the students don’t have
to endure the hours of frustration trying to figure something out on their
own, as they would through traditional online training methods.
At GMIG we are always looking for ways to improve our delivery methods,
so we have incorporated the following tools to our online delivery of
courses. Video Conferencing Technology (VCT) this application allows
GMIG to stream directly to agencies VCT system with a simple click to a
static IP address, the VCT application gives the feel of a face to face
conversation, similar to being in a class room or a conference room.
GMIG has also incorporated our partners Content Delivery Network
(CDN). CDN provides high quality resolution videos across c ertai n
locations of the globe through servers l o c a t e d closer to the recipients,
thus eliminating lag caused by distance communications.
So in combination or as stand alones our VCT with high definition
output of 1080i and CDN with connecting servers will now enhance
GMIG’s ability to deliver information to audiences across the globe,
with faster and clearer output.
In addition, online training through GMIG doesn't stop when the lecture
ends. If the student has a question they are encouraged to send an email
with their itemized question and the instructor will gladly answer the
questions posed, because at GMIG we believe in providing excellent
customer service to each and every one of our students.
Our Cadre’ of instructors has vast experience in working in the Federal
Government as Contracting Officers and as leaders in their respective
fields, when a question is asked the student may rest assured they are
getting a noteworthy answer.
Together the GMIG Instructors sum up more than 225 years of
knowledge and over 40 years of teaching experience.
So if you want quality instructors and the most up to date equipment
and system functionality, count on GMIG for your training needs.

Online Training
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Dr. Ollie M. McCaulley President/CEO and Senior Instructor,
believes that anything worth doing is worth doing right.
Dr. McCaulley has served as a former member of the United States of
America armed forces where he served as a US Marine Sergeant. Dr.
McCaulley has dealt with appropriations laws since 1974.
Dr. McCaulley has served as a police officer in the city of South
Gate, and has worked in numerous Senior Management positions in
the Los Angeles area. He has also served as a Director of Housing
and Government Relations Director in various Los Angeles based
projects which created and implemented programs to provide
affordable housing and other benefits to low income and disadvantaged people. Dr. McCaulley’s civic activities include serving as
the Chair of the California Juvenile Justice Task Force and as a
Commissioner of the Los Angeles County Health Facilities Authority.
.
Dr. McCaulley has taken all of his Senior Management and
Acquisition experience and incorporated it into each of the courses
taught by GMIG, thus allowing the students multiple years of
Knowledge in every course attended.
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